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THAT WAS THAT 61ste jaargang nr. 09

Verslag Hercules – CCG, 26 juni 2010 (2e rapportage)
CCG 248 v 9 – Hercules 56 all out
Never comes a day when a noble life
Can be lived without effort
Concentration is difficult to master,
Being as successful as a top league veteran cricketer tarn ends the ability to play an elegant
cover drive, brutal pull shot or belligerent forward defence, the best players are not only
physically fit and technically sound, they are also extremely mentally strong.
Mentally toughness is often talk about, but exactly what does it mean, when people talk about
players. Who is mentally tough ? there have been many description of mental toughness over
the years, but in essence it is about ability to perform consistently under pressure . When it all
boil down, the game of cricket about eliminating all discretion and giving 100% attention to
next ball, simple as this may sound, but in middle it is a nerve which you have to control, its
happen last Saturday, our two Gladiators (Tijl and De Geer) fought a fight against Hercules
with extreme concentration and with mental strength, physically and mentally they exhibited,
the inning they both architect is full of thrill and patience, every ball they negotiated with its
merits, their skills and experience showed their batsman ship and cricket brain, they both have
Gutsy character to invest this immortal task to construct a beautiful inning.
The great A de Geer 81 golden run, Tijl 75 were enough to destroy their heart and soul.
Our bowling side was very lethal, Mir and our captain destroyed their front line batsmen, they
could not stand our quality bowling.
In this duel the hero was A de Geer, and Tijl they both laid the foundation of victory,
All credit goes to our leader Mr Warre de Vroe. His cricket brain is knighting the strategy
during the heat of battle, making quick decisions accordingly, his cricket knowledge is
marvellous and timing is excellent to change, he also a brave captain to take risk to crucial
time, his knowledge about batsman ship is remarkable, what kind of batsman in the crease
and how many shots he plays and which side of pitch off side or leg side , front foot and back
foot, as a genius captain like Ware know what kind of diagnose he needs, I mean what kind of
bowler and setting fielding that is why he is a genius captain. Having a lethal instinct and
pragmatic intellect guide him to be a natural gifted brain which embrace the victory every
Sunday.

Verslag Sparta – CCG, 03 juli 2010
Why be difficult when with a little extra effort you can make yourself impossible.
The captain , either remains cool calm and displays imagination and leadership or looses the
head completely, he never looks as if he is struggling when in the middle. But captaincy is
very different especially when the ball is flying all over the place in the field or a stubborn
partnership is threatening to take the game away from you. It is a famous proverb, but you
can’t please all of the people all of the time, Warre de Vroe is an excellent captain.
Full repertoire of shots, immaculate driving and confident pulls and hooks: his name is A de
Geer, eye catching shots ,square leg 2 brilliant sexes shows his class. Every shot he played
against Sparta, it shakes the earth under their feet and same time destroys their heart and soul,
its called destruction of your existence, demolition of your ideas and devastation of your
planning. It happened with Sparta, they were in illusion , our gladiators put them in coma
again, facts and realities punch them again and again, in this situation we have especially
brought a psychologist with us Mr Tijl to rehabilitate again from coma. Marvellous placement
just like in-between the eyes of the needle, he is a super human with his ultimate
concentration make him hero of this love and hate story. Partnership De Geer with Tijl was a
perfect exhibit, Tijl showed a great resistance against Sparta, he has confidence and playing a
such a long inning is remarkable. In previous fight he produced a stunning inning, it was a
inning we should remembered long time to come.
Lunch was excellent and after giving them horrible defeat, beer tastes more extraordinary, as
cricket is a social game we all sat together and having intellectual discussion of various
subjects. It was great time. They make 186, we reached that total in 36 over with few wickets
to loose.
Cricket is psychology, cricket is a mathematic, skill and technique, cricket is a game of nerve,
strategy and planning, and more amazing that every match is a different, quite different
situation quite different atmosphere, that make this game so beautiful and full of surprise,
CCG have galaxy of stars with highly calibre, we are full of all rounder, only we are missing
good fielders. I would like play against ACC, and want to win against them, they were we
competitive team in this league

Wedstrijdprogramma
Zaterdag 17 juli 2010
CCG – Bloemendaal (NB – op veld van HC Klein Zwitserland)
Aanwezig: minstens 12:30 (uitzetten veld e.d.)
Aanvang:
13:30
OPSTELLING: 1. J. Chaudhry, 2. Y. Chaudhry, 3. M. Davidson, 4. A. de Geer, 5. A.
Huygen, 6. W. de Lange, 7. H. Mir (wk1), 8. V. van Oosterzee, 9. M Schwandt (wk2), 10. B.
Smoor, 11. W. de Vroe (c)
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Mededelingen
1.

Mededeling van de Penningmeester
CONTRIBUTIE seizoen 2010
De penningmester roept bij dezen alle actieve leden op tot betaling van hun contributie ad
€ 100,-, alsmede de donateurs tot betaling van hun bijdrage ad € 25,-.
Gaarne overmaken op Bankrekening 66.83.70.289 t.n.v. Penningmeester CCG te Veere.
Bij betaling na 1 augustus a.s. gaat de contributie omhoog tot € 125,-. Betaal dus tijdig.
Groetjes, Jan.

J. de Vroe
"Groenendaal"
Bieweg 1
4351 SK VEERE

Vaste trainingsavond
Woensdagavond vanaf 19:00 uur is onze vaste trainingsavond op HCC.

TWT-REDACTIE:
Gaarne wedstrijdverslagen, opstellingen en andere kopij voor de “That
Was That” bij voorkeur ZONDAG doch uiterlijk op MAANDAG mailen
naar de TWT-redactie op
e-mailadres: patty.karyn@kleinzwitserland.nl
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